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PC commercials (starring Justin Long and John Hodgman, ... It was hard to see the relevance of Seinfeld — whose sitcom went
off the air in .... First Commercial with Bill Gates and Jerry Seinfeld airs today ... Ina is taking a poll on her blog: "Microsoft
launched its new Vista ads on .... The first highly anticipated commercial in an ambitious $300 million campaign ... The TV spot
-- which began airing during an NFL game on Thursday and ... See the recent Microsoft ad featuring Jerry Seinfeld and Bill
Gates.. It was revealed yesterday that Microsoft had allegedly ditched comedian Jerry Seinfeld in favor of another (more
symbolic) character to be .... The Bill Gates/Jerry Seinfeld advertisement has received a somewhat bemused and
(understandably) confused response after hitting the .... I wasn't going to comment on Microsoft's new ad campaign featuring
Jerry Seinfeld ... is to iPod · Bill Gates, Jerry Seinfeld ad airs - Apple has nothing to worry about ... First Gates-Seinfeld ad
leaves us scratching our heads.. Microsoft has attacked Apple in a new round of ads, claiming that Windows ... In a first,
Chinese company publishes purported evidence of CIA hacks ... Apple won that commercial battle after airing the iconic “Get a
Mac” campaign ... the help of comedian Jerry Seinfeld and Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates to .... I'm starting to feel bad for
Microsoft PR, who've been tasked with defending these Microsoft ads featuring Bill Gates and Jerry Seinfeld. I just didn't
connect with the first ad, which barely mentioned Microsoft and didn't do much to tell ... Deviceplane wants to bring over-the-
air updates to Linux edge devices.. It's the first spot released in the ad campaign that Microsoft spent US $300 Million on to
compete ... Jerry Seinfeld and Bill Gates in “Shoe Circus” ... The first in this series of television ads airs initially in the U.S., and
it aims to re-ignite consumer .... The first Microsoft advertisement featuring comedian Jerry Seinfeld. ... I've heard that since
Seinfeld — the show — was on the air and Windows .... Microsoft aired the first of its pro-Windows commercials featuring
Jerry Seinfeld and Bill Gates Thursday evening, although there was no .... The first commercial, which began airing Thursday
evening, doesn't even mention Windows by name. It shows Mr. Gates trying on shoes at a .... Its a long ad..i didnt exactly find it
funny..i didnt even understand how it connects with Microsoft.. but I liked it that they didnt insult Mac. Mac v/s PC ads are
funnier .... http://www.macrumors.com/2008/09/04/microsofts-first-seinfeld-ad-airs-shoe-circus/ As promised, Microsoft has
started running their new ads using comedian .... Bill Gates, Jerry Seinfeld ad airs - Apple has nothing to worry about · Internet
disses ... First Microsoft/Seinfeld Ad Bombs · Seinfeld & Gates: .... Microsoft's new Windows TV commercial featuring Jerry
Seinfeld and Bill Gates ... It's the first step in Microsoft's campaign 'to reconnect with consumers' ... Prior to the commercial's
airing last night, advertising experts had cast .... A baffling Microsoft advert featuring Jerry Seinfeld and Bill Gates ... has
disappeared from the air after critics described it as "awful" and a "train wreck". ... The first advert featuring Gates and Seinfeld
was met by a collective .... The ad world is all abuzz about the new Microsoft Windows commercial featuring Jerry Seinfeld and
Bill Gates. ... Says Rob Enderle, an advisory analyst for tech companies, in the profile on Fast Company, "It's the first time
I've .... (By 2008, Seinfeld had been off the air for a decade.) Microsoft's Seinfeld ads are a critical miss. A clever ad could have
played with that idea in a subversive way, .... As promised, Microsoft has started running their new ads using comedian Jerry
Seinfeld and Microsoft founder Bill Gates. The ad has already been spotted by a number of readers. The first in presumably a
series of ads show Bill Gates and Jerry Seinfeld in Shoe Carnival. 640313382f 
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